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TH DE3IG AND CON3TRUCTION OF A 3MALL 
INTERMIrrENT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 

I fTRODUC1'IO: 

It is evident that the enera1 trend in the field of 

aeronautical engineering le to higher and higher speeds. 

Aircraft speede have increased threefold in leas than two 

decades. Velocities of unmanned missiles have far exceed- 

ed this. To sustain these rapid technical advances and 

to ensure their continuance, the field of aeronautical 

engineering must continue to expand, and there must be a 

large number of technically qualified people entering this 

are a. 

In order to be suitably qualified to step into a 

technical position in aeronautica, a person must have 

knowledge of both theoretical and experimental methods 

that are likely to be employed. The single experimental 

tool finding the widest use in aeronautical engineer1n 

io the wind tunnel. Thus it is desirable to have a wind 

tunnel available at a university for use as an instruc- 

tional aid and as a basic research tool. 

Therefore it Is the purpose of this thesis to 

present a design and to describe details for the con- 

struction of a supersonic wind tunnel suitable for use 

as an instructional aid and as a basic research tool. 



1he major limitation placed on this project is that im- 

posed by the requirement of small total cost. 



XTEM $ELECTIO4 

The Wind Tunnel System 

A wind tunnel has the widest range of' applicability 

of any tool available to the aeronautica]. researcher. As 

a research tools the function of a wind tunnel io to aro- 

duce data by the simulation in the laboratory of real con- 

ditions encountered in flieht. An aerodynamic shape en- 

counters varied conditions as it proresse throujh the 

atrosphere. It is iTnossible to satisfactorily simulate 

all conditions In one wind tunnel system. Therefore, to 

design a wind tunnel system it Is necessary to decide which 

particular set of conditions are to be simulated. 

"any specialized wind tunnels are in existence, and 

they attempt to simulate a particular set of fl1ht condi-. 

tions. For instance, spin tunnels, ice tunnels, and sta-. 

bility tunnels are in existence, and they attempt to ex- 

plore these particular conditions. The particular set of 

flieht conditions having the widest range of applicability 

is that of level unaccelerated fligit. For this reason, 

the iiajority of wind tunnels in existence today attempt to 

simulate this set of conditions. This paper will be con- 

cerned only with the simulation of this condition. 

All wind tunnels are made up of a great many compo- 

nents. Each component of' the wind tunnel system must aid 
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in the simulation of the chosen set of conditions or in 

obtain1n data therefrom. All components must be desiRned 

with this in mind. The selection of the number and type 

of components will be 5overned by this consideration. 

All wind tunnel systems must include the following 

things: 

1. A means of creating flow 

2. A means of dtrectin the flow 

3. A means of controlling the flow parameters 

4. A means of obtaining data 

The only practical means of causing a gas such as air 

to move is by creating a pressure differential. in the ¿as 

in the desired direction of flow. A gas will move from a 

region of high sta3natl.on pressure to a region of lower 

stagnation pressure. Thus if either high pressure or low 

pressure regions can be created in a gas, it le possible to 

cause motion of the gas. Regions of high stagnation pres- 

sure can be created by the use of a compressor. t(egions of 

low pressure can be obtained by the use of a vacuum pump. 

Either method may be used to cause flow in a wind tunnel. 

The direction of flow of a gas can be controlled by 

means of shaped channels enclosing the moving fluid. A 

shaped channel working in conjunction with a compressor or 

vacuum pump offers a means of controlling the direction of 

flow and of controlling flow parameters. Any such channel 
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must be desined to withstand the pressures that will be 

encountered. It must be designed to present. smooth sur- 

faces to the novinE fluid to avoid lari'e pressure losses. 

The channel must be properly contoured to obtain the de- 

sired flow in the area where data will be taken. 

The last necessity le a means of obtaining data from 

a wind tunnel. All data will be taken from a particular 

region in the wind tunnel system known as the teat section. 

The type of instrumentation will depend entirely on the type 

of wind tunnel. For instance, ordinary force measuri.n3 

instruments would be useless In a shock tube because of 

their slow response and low sensitivity. 

advantageous to take four types of data; 

sure data, temperature data, and optical 

it is oossible to Eet by with only one o 

data, a well equipped wind tunnel system 

to take all four types of data. 

Types of Wird Tnnele 

Cenerally lt 18 

force data, pres- 

data. sven thouEh 

r two types of 

will have means 

Before lt Is possible to select the proper wind t'rnnel 

for any lven situation, lt IB necessary to become familiar 

with the types and the characteristics of wind tunnels in 

use today. It is possible to classify wind tunnels In many 

different ways. They may be classified according to their 

being open or closed jet, according to their velocity range, 



or accordi.n5 to their use. For the purpoae8 of this paper, 

it 18 advantageous to classify wind tannels according to 
the tine duration of the individual runs. 

If wind tunnels are classified acoording to run dura- 

tton, they naturally fall into three groups: continuous, 

qasi-steady, and transient. ach type is characterized by 

tho duration of the individual run. 

In the continuous type of wind tunnel equilibrium con- 

ditions prevail. That 18, the aerodynamic parameters are 

time independent. This equilibrium condition can be ria1n- 

tamed for a time duration of arbitrary lenth. 

In the ouasi-steady type ot wind tunnel equilibrium 

conditione prevail, but for only a coiparat1vely short time. 

Data is taken only durinp the steady flow portion of the 

rin time. Run times ordinarily last thirty seconde to tuo 

ninutee. .aximum ran timeB are not usually 1oner than 

five m1n'tee, bt this is determined oy the relative sizes 

of components In a particular wind tunnel. The minimum run 

time is fixed by the Instrumentation of the particular wind 

t;nnel. Blow-down wind tunnels and vacuum storage wind 

tunnels are exaiiples of quasi-steady wind tunnels. 

The transient type of wind tunnel is characterized by 

the fact that steady flow exists for extremely short per- 

iods only. The duration of steady flow is from several 

micro-seconds to several rnilli-seconds. Instrumentation 
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is particularly critical for this type of wind tunnel. 

3ock tbe3 ard balliitic t.mnels are exaLnples of wiid 

tunnels that. may be 6ro.Wed ir] this category. 

Comparison or Lypes 

ind tunnels uiave a ¿reat ¡a1iy aie3nîficant differ- 
ences. Careful co:parion of the Utferences in various 

types of wind tunnels will enable one to select the best 

systerLl for a given cituatlon. These three general types 

'i1l 'oc coripared on the tollowin basis: 

1. Cost 

2. Utilization 

3. ierfortancc 
4. Instrumentation 

i'heso £actor as listed are interrelated to auch a extent 

that each one carAnot be isolated aid optimized. Therefore, 

the final cLoice will be a comproaie betweei various 

i'actorc. 

Continuc'us Type. ..inoe cost is of paranount iJnport- 

afee, it will be considered first. It i easy to see that 

continuous wind tunnels are by far the mo3t expensive. this 

is due to several factors. enerally continuous wind tun- 

tielS are of the closed circuit type. This means that the 

surface area will be at least tice as large as that for an 

operi circuit tunnel. This fact results in a twofold 
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increase in the material cost and costrict1on cost over 

the open circuit type. Initial investment and running 

coats will be 1are because of the 1are vo1uue flow. 

Ener5y is extended continually, thus energy storage is rot 

used. De to larpe volume flows, axial flow compressors 

are usually req.ired. They are inherently complicated and 

expensive. Since axial flow compressors can be matched to 

flow requirements for only a small range of nach numbers, 

the 4ach number rance of a particular installation is 

limited. 

The continuous wind tunnel has the widest utilization 

of the three types. It can be used for basic research, 

applied research and development, and as an instrìotional 

aid. Performance obtainable in continuous wind tunnels 

covers a íreat rango; however a particular wind tunnel is 

limited in ach number rance and Reynolds number range by 

compressor matching and available power. 

Instrumentation is the easiest of all three types. 

Pressure data, force data, temperature data, and optical 

data are easily obtainable by conventional methods. 

91uasi-Steady Types. For a given test section size, 

the quasi-steady type of wind tunnel ranks between contin- 

uous and transient types on a cost basis. Costs may range 

from lese than five thousand dollars to over one million 

dollars, dependent mainly on the size of the particular 
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Installation. Cost of a small quael-steady wind tunnel ta 

within reach of' most univeraltiec. For thl8 reason lt la 

the moat practical. Low cost can be attributed to Beveral 

factoro including the fo11ow1n: no-return feature, uae 

of energy storae, feasibility of small size tunnels, and 

ordinary instrumentation. The major portion of the cost 

of a small quasi-steady wind tunnel io tied up in the air 

supply system. in rany instances the design can be tied 

In with components already on hand. such things as corn- 

pressors and air storape tanks are usually available at 
most universities. 

On the basis of cost and oerformance lt appears that 

a blow-'down wind tunnel offers Important advantaes over 

the vacuum storage type. A blow-down wind tunnel requires 

a compressor rather than a vacuum pump, an item that 18 

generally nore readily available and more likely to be on 

hand. A blow-down wind tunnel reoulres smaller atorase 

volume for the same rur time than a vacuum sy8tem. This 

storage volume can be smaller by a factor as much as thirty, 

depending mainly on the storage pressure. Drying of the 

air can be accomplished while the storage tank is being 

filled for a blow-down tunnel rather than as It is used, 

which 1 the case for the vacuum storage tunnel. There- 

fore, a smaller dryer can be used. Smaller pipes and 

valves may be used between the storage tank and the test 
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section in a blow-down wind tunnel. The presence of a hih 

efficiency diffuser is not necessary in the blow-down wind 

tunnel. Finally, the blow-down wind tunnel has an easily 

controllable stagnation pressure, whereas the vacuJm stor- 

ao wind tunnel is limited to a stajnation pressure equal 

to the ambient atmospheric pressure. For these reasons, a 

blow-down wind tunr]. system is less expensive and more 

flexible in its application than a vacuum storage wind 

tunnel. 

'»an1-steady wind tunnels are utilized widely, both in 

industry and at various niiversities. Die to its .I.ow cost 

and simplicity, it is very useful at universities for 

laboratory experiments and for basic research projects. 

3low-down wind tmnels offer performance in a high 

eynolds nunber region, a region not covered by most other 

tyes of wind tunnels. They also afford a wide rance of 

.Tach nI?nbere in one wind tunnel. Blow-down types offer an 

additional advantago in that the stagnation pressure, and 

thus the Reynolds number, can be easily varied. 

Instrumentation probleme are only slightly more diffi- 

cult than those for the continuous type. £un times last 

approximately thirty seconds. This will req.iire recording 

devices to take data. ?reseure, force, temperature, and 

optical data are easily obtainable by conventional methods. 
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Transient Typ. For actal tmnel costs, transient 
wind tmnels rank lowest of the three types. ng cylin- 
drical pressure vessels of relatively small diameter are 

used. Standard commercial 9ipe is often used. 

itilization of shock tibes and gun tinnels is quite 
limited. They are used mainly for basic research problems. 

They find special application in non-steady aerodynamics, 

comb'istion processes, and compressible boundary layer prob- 

lems. 

Performance of transient tunnels enables stdy of the 

extrenely high Mach nunber ranges. Steady state flow 

exists for periods measured in micro-seconds or mliii- 
seconds. 

Instrumentation problems are the limiting factor in 

the sefulness of transient wind tunnels. Short rn tthes 
require special instrumentation teohiilques. Optical data 

is obtainable by using high speed cameras. Pressure data 

of a crude nature can be taken. Force data cannot be taken. 

Synchronization and timing oroblens are not easily solved. 

Conclusions 

1. Continuous wind t.innels enjoy the widest utiliza- 
tion of the three types. Ali types of data are readily 

obtainable. Prohibitive initial cost excludes this type 
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from consideration. 

2. 'uast-nteady wind tunnels are widely used. The 

cost of small tunnels of this tye is within reach of most 

universities. Instrumentation la conventional and e.0 

types of data can be taken. l3low-down typel, as opposed 

to vacuum storage vacuum systems, appear to be the most 

satisfactory from all pointa of view. 

3. Transient wind tunnels are quite limited in their 

rance of application. Instrumentation problema are Ereat, 

and definitely restrict their use. 

4. Thus from the foreoln evidence lt Is concluded 

that the moat feasible system for installation at Oregon 

3tate University is a small intermittent wind tunnel of 

the blow-down type. 
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3Y3TE CONCEPT 

The wind tunnel system ta composed of several sub- 

syßtem3, each in turi having several major components. 

Figure i shows a 3chematic diagram of the wind tunnel 

aysteui, Bhowin the location of all conponents. The maJor 

components are grouped accordingly: 

iajor Components 

A. Air supply 

1. Conpressor 

2. 011 ¡liter 
3. Air )ryer 

4. .3torae l'ana 

B. .rjnd Tunnel 

1. Valve5 

2. ettl1ng Chamber 

3. ozzle 

4. Test Section 

5. DIffuser 
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C. Intr'urnentation 

1. OptIcal 3yatem 

2. Force System 

3. Pressure 3ystem 

4. Temperature Measurement 

Component Description and Purpose 

Air Compressor. The purpose of the air compressor is 

to provide high pressure air. A compressor must be chosen 

to CIve required maximum output pressure and required 

volume flow. The maximum pressui'e needed is determined 

by required performance and economic considerations. The 

capacity necessary is fixed by determining the maximum 

allowable recharge time. In the case at hand, a compressor 

of given performance is available. The system Is designed 

around its performance. 

Oil Filter. Unless a compressor is equipped with 

special carbon piston rings lt will contaminate the air 

with oil. Desiocants that are used In the air dryer have 

a great affinity for oil, In preference to water. Contam- 

ination by oil destroys ita drying ability. rerefore it 
is necessary to install an oil filter between the corn- 

presser and the air dryer. Removal of oil by a filter also 

prevents contamination of the storage tank, the test sec- 

tion, and models that are being tested. Since the oil 
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filter ta in the h1h prenure line it nust be designed to 

withstand the iaxirui o'tpt presure of the coproaeor 

Ilowever,aince the preesure is hih, the phy3loal size may 

be small because of the small volwie flow. ch a filter 

utilizes standard desiccants suob as 2llica e1 or acti- 
vated alumina. It is envisioned that it can be constructed 

out of standard pifle fitttnps. 

Air DrLer. eentia1ly the wird tunnel emn,loys an ex- 

paneton rocesc where high pressure is sacrificed for 

velocity. With this process there ta necessarily a large 

drop in the tattc temperature. In fact the temperatre 

will fall far below the dew point of atmoeohertc air, Tha 

to prevent condensation of the water vapor a large portion 

of it must be removed. I'his is the functicn of the air 
dryer. It will make use of standard desiccant materials. 

Usually a dew point of -4OF is specified as sufficient to 

prevent condensation. Due to short dwell tine in the test 

section of any civen packet of air, it is possible to have 

a great deal more wator vapor present than that o dew 

point. It Is possible to operate up to a Mach n imber of 

about 1.6 without any drying. (17, . 473) 

Storas.:e Tank. The ftnetion of the storae tank ib to 

act as an"enory reservoi?bv atorin htRh pressure air. 

The stora-;e tank must meet two specifications. That th, 

it must be rated for the desired maximum pressure, and it 
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must be of sufficient volume to cive the desired run time. 

Yor safetj reasons it shoild meet the A5.4Ì Code for Unfired 

Pressure Vessels. Costs and s2aoe available will determine 

the maximum practical size. 

Valves. It is necessary to incorporate one or two 

valves in the system between the storage tank and the 

8ett1in chamber. Ideal1y one valve would be a quick- 

aotin gate valve for rapidly initiating the flow, and the 

8000nd valve would be a pressure reulator valve. The tuno- 

tions of the pressure reu1ator are to rethice the stora5e 

tank pressure to the pressure necessary for a ¿iveri ach 

number, and to maintain lt constantly at this value in the 

sett1inp chamber. To adequately perform this task the 

valve must quickly stabilize from zero flow to fLu1 flow 

conditions. it is entirely possible to replace this auto- 

matie pressure reu1ator with a iianually operated valve. 

i3y working in conjunction with a 1are pressure indicator 

from the settling chamber, an operator can successfully 

maintain the required pressure in the settlin' chamber 

after a little practice. 

Cettlir» Chamber. The finction of the settling chamber 

is to act as constant pressure source of low turbulence air 

for the wind tunnel. The air ta reduced in pressure by a 

pressure reulator. Air out of the regulator valve is tur- 

bulent. It is necessary to suppress this turbulence. This 
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can be accomplished by prov1din a 1are area such that the 

flow Blows down, and by incorporating damping screens in 

the sett1in chamber design. 

Nozzle. The function of the nozzle Is to efficiently 

expand the air froui the settling chamber to the desired 

Mach number in the test section. It must produce uniform, 

parallel, shock-free flow in the test section. The nozzle 

must he of converging-diverging configuration. Variation 

of 1ach number can be accomplishea by any one of three 

methods: a flexible wall nozzle, a sliding block nozzle, 

and a nozzle employing replaceable nozzle blocks. ieplace- 

able nozzle blocks are the most feasible for small inter- 

tnittent wind tunnels. 

Test 3ection. The test section is the region of the 

wind tunnel from which data are obtained. A square cross 

section is the most practical configuration for a small 

supersonic wind tunnel. since a 8Inall wind tunnel is beine 

contemplated, the test section and the nozzle must be 

designed as one unit. Provisions for windows in the test 

section must be made such that optical viewing 18 possible. 

Diffuser. The function of the diffuser is to deccel- 

erste the flow from the test section Mach number down to a 

low subsonic Mach number that can be exhausted to the atuioa- 

phere. Furthermore, it must do this efficiently. The 

diffuser must necessarily consist of a supersonic portion 
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and a subsonic portion. The supersonic portion must be a 

decrease in area following the test section. The subsonic 

portion must consist of a gradually increasing area. 3e.- 

tween the supersonic and the subsonic portions, the flow 

will pass through a shock wave or a serles of shock waves. 

These will be either one normal shock wave or one or more 

oblique shock waves. The latter would bo preferable from 

an efficiency standpoint. An increase in diffuser effi- 

ciency will be realized as an increase in run duration and 

a decrease in the noise level. 

Instrumentation. Any wind tunnel is only as good as 

its instrumentation. This Is the limiting factor. Pro- 

visions should be made to take force, pressure, temperature, 

and optical data. Ordinary sensin6 devices may be used, 

however automatic recorders will be necessary due to short 

run times. Force data may be obtained by incorporating a 

strain gage balance in the model support. Pressures may 

be obtained by use of a conventional manometer board. 

Temperatures may be taken by using rapid responding thermo- 

couples. hadowgraph and schileren systems are practical 

means of obtaining optical data. 



BASIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Propo3od Usos 

20 

In order to euccesstully desn any system, the pro- 

posed use of the system must be carefully studied. 'ilfld 

tunnels may be des1,ned with three different uses in mind. 

They are used for basic research, for design and develop- 

ment, and for in9tructional purposes. These three possible 

US$8 inipose different requirements on the design of the 

system. For instance a wind tunnel to be used in design 

and development wort needs to be quite elaborate. Ihe wind 

tunnel ehould be as 1are as econo1cally feasible to elin- 

mate doubt in scaling factors. It should be automated as 

much as possible to enable the securinE of data to be tied 

directly to a production schedule. These characteristics 

would be desirable to have in any type, however they are 

not required for satisfactory operation in all types. 

Particularly in the case of use for instructional purposes, 

where simplicity Is a prime roquisite, much of the equip- 

ment would prove to be costly luxuries. 

Any wind tunnel built at a university such as Oregon 

Jtate would be used primarily as an instructional aid 

and for basic research work. 130th of these purposes can 

be served in one installation. The Installation would 

necessarily be small and simple. It would be suitable for 
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conductin3 basic research on crnall aerodynamic shapea. It 
would aleo be eultable for use by stridente in the conduction 

of simple experiments connected with the study of super- 

sonic aerodjnamlcs. 

Req4red Performance 

In order to decide what acceotable performance is to 

be, it must be decided how the performance of a wind tunnel 

is to be neaBured. A wind tinnel attempt3 to 8ir1ulate true 

fìiht conditions in the laboratory where they can be 

studied. In order to have similitude, certain sirallarity 

parainetorl3 1u3t be duplicated. the two most important 

alailarity parameters ars the Mach number arid the Reynolds 

number. hìa trio range of Äach numbers and feyno1ds numbers 

that a wind tunnel cari duplicate is a very good measure of 

the performance of that wind tunnel. 

Jinoe a special type of wind tAnnel is betnß consider- 

ed, at least two additional parameters must be considered. 

These tarameters are the run duration and the recharge time. 

The run time is a measure of the length of time that steady 

state conditions exist in the test section. It is a finc- 

tion of many factors, including storage tank volume, stag- 

nation 3reseure, 8tanation temperature, and test section 

size. The recharge time is mainly a function of the corn- 

presor capacity and the storae tank volume. Each of the 
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above listed parameters nust be discussed in detail to 

determine acceptable vales. 

:ach ::ujnber. To make the proposed wind tunnel a use- 

fil tool it, should be desirned to cover a ach number range 

that tiiay reasonably be expected in Í'liht. Presently air- 

planes that retnain within the atmosphere are erforrn1n at 

Mach numbers up to 3.0. In the near future, ach numbers 

approaching 4.0 can be expected. Missiles Ereatly exceed 

these Mach numbers already. 2ractical liwitatlorìs on the 

nach number of a simple installation occur at about .ach 

145 At hiher ;ach numbers it is necessary to heat the 

air to prevent it from conderiein. nach nwnbere near 1.0 

are hard to obtain without special test sections designed 

to overcome stability problems. Therefore, a '.ach number 

rance of 1.5 to 4.0 seems to be desirable and practical. 

Reynolds Nimber. aeynolde numbers presently encounter- 

ed In real flight are of the order of lO based on the 

chord. Higher Reynolds numbers may be expected in the 

future. eynolds numbers this hi,h can be obtained oniy 

in very large eysteris or in ay8tem3 usine very high stagna- 

tion pressures. feither of these ethods ia feasible for 

this design. A minimum ieyno1ds number of 1 x 106 is fixed 

as beine the acceptable lower limit, if attainable at all 

ach lAmbers. 

Run Duration. The minimum useable run duration is a 
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function of the instrumentation only. Data may be taken 

without autonat10 recorders in times of approximately ten 

seconds. Ordinary pressure readin manometers can be read 

in seven to ten seconds. (17, p. 475) Force data from 

strain a-,o balances can be obtained in ten seconds. Ob- 

vicualy automatic recordin ecuipnent reduces the necessary 

minimum run duration. A minimum acceptable rn duration 

of ten seconds, at all ach nuinbera, is deemeU satisfactory. 

echare Time. The recharge time is dotermined by the 

capacity of the compressor and the storae volume. Maximum 

aceptab1e recharge time is fixed by a utilization factor 
of the wind tunnel. If data nust be produced on a ritd 

schedule, a aiall recharge time is required. ¡3asic re- 

search and instructional applications O& et b,r with 

lonßer recharge ties. In the case at hand, the recharEe 

time is fixed by the chosen stcrae voinme and the capacity 

cf' the available cornoressor. A recharge time of the order 

of one-half hour is desirable and recharge times of the 

order of one hour are acceptable. 

Performance Analysis 

A quantit.ative description of the effects of various 

paramsters ori the performance of the wind tunnel must be 

presented. Parameters to be discussed include the dach 

number, the Reynolds number, the run duration, and the 
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rechare time. erta1n characteristics of the air cupp1 

also enter into the problem. These Liclude the stagnation 

temperature and the st.anatior ?reS6Ure. 

Ir; order to arrive at useable reault, a model muet be 

postulated as follows. Consider a larde tank of voiwno V, 

initIal 2re3sure 
. 
aud initial teinperature T0 that dis-. 

charges into a settlin3 chamber and then into a properly 

desiaried nozzle. A test section is located at the end of 

the nozzle. Following the teat section, the air experiences 

a normal shock wave and is thon discharßed into the atinos- 

phere. It should be noted that better performance can be 

realized by usine a properly desied diffuser. owever, 

assurain a model as shown in F1ure 2, one will arrive at 

a conservative doslßn. 

At this point the choice of operatln3 controls affects 

the analysis of the performance. The flow is controlled by 

valves installed between the storage tanc and the settllnß 

chamber. One or two valves may be used. The first valve 

must be a cut-off valve. The second valve, if used, is a 

pressure-regulating valve. Its function is to reduce the 

hi&h pressure air in the storae tank to a lower, constant 

pressure in the settling chamber. This has the effect of 

increasing the run duration as will be shown. 3atisfactory 

systems can be designed with or without this pressure 

regulating valve. 
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Usln, tho model in the flßure. it Is possible to de- 

rive the following equations. 

Case I Without ihrottlin 

For a polytropic proceaß, in an ien.ropic ertct ¿as, in 

differential form. 

= n-'. dt pdt 
The tUile rate of change of density can be related to the 

mass flow out of the storage tank. 
,- 

dP_ldM_ -1 
v'p. 

The inaes flow at sonic velocity at the minimum area 18 

given by the equation 

I k+l 
I k-1 
¡k 2 A*P 

w 1;i 

where P and T are the instantaneous values in the settling 

chamber. For the case with no throttling, these values 

are thc sane as the instantaneous values In the storage 

tank, assuming no losses inbetween. Therefore 

k+l 
= - /kRT ' 2 k-i AP. 

dt vV 

ut for a polytropic process thc tenperature and pressure 

are related by the equation 
11-1 

P -m-- 
T =To(T) 
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so that ______________ 
k+l n-1 

2_ -) at- y k+l Po 

This equation may be integrated over the range P equals P 

to P equals P8, and over the range t equals O to t equals 

t. This results in the following equation: 

I n-i i 

- 2 V 1 2 2(1-k) 
I 
(PO) - ii 

L J. 

Assuming n equals k equals 1.14, it Is possible to plot this 

equation in the following forai: 

k+]. [ k-1 
tA* 2 j (.2)2(1K) I(2.) - i 

C - V (k-1) 'k+l 
L 
Ps 

The results of this are shown in Figure 3. 

Case II 'ith Throttling. 

The derivation for the run duration with throttling 

proceeds in a similar manner up to the following equation: 

RTX dtv dt______ 
J k+l 

- -w - (_)k-1 A*P 
dt_ - \Jj k+1 

At this point the first difference appears. The pressure 

in the equation immediately above is now fixed as the mini- 

mum value acceptable to maintain supersonic flow at the 

desired Mach number. This results in 
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I k.1 n-1 
= 'kRTo(_L) A*Ps (P 

dt vV k+l 

This can be inteßrated over the same range as the previous 

case to obtain 
_______ n+l 

; \r 
3. ft 2(1-kl i Po 

= VkRTo ¼T) [ j ' 

Again this equation is plotted in the form 

k...]. r 

t = tA* 2 J (22(lk1 1 - I 

V k+]. 
[ 

Po 
J 

Ps 

The value of n is assumed to be the same. The plot is on 

the same coordinates as the caso without throttling for easy 

comparison. (ee Figure 3.) 

Using the graphs in Figure 3 it is very easy to compute 

the run time for any given combination of test eecton size, 

tank volune, initia]. temperature, and fixed pressure ratio. 

It is interesting to compare run duration with throttling 

to run duration without throttling for the same conditions. 

Simple computations show that the ratio of throttled run 

time to unthrottled rin time varies from 1.5 at low pres- 

sure ratios up to values approaching 4.0 for high pren8ure 
ratios. From this it is evident that a throttling valve 

is desirable, particularly in the case where tank volume 

is limited. 

As can be seen from the equations, the run duration 
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18 dependent on the preerre ratio. The run duration in- 

creases as the pressure ratio inore&ìes. This preesure 

ratio is determined by the maximum initial presßìre in the 

storage taic and the iuininum pressure in the settling cham- 

ber that will niaintain supersonic Liow at a iven íach nwn- 

ber. inee the wind tunnel exhausts to the atmosphere, the 

ininitnurn pressure needed to maintain supersonic flow will be 

equal to the at!oepheric preseure plus the pressure losses 

encountered between the settlinE chamber and the end of the 

diffuser. 'the largest s1nle pressure loss in this portion 

of the wind tnnel will be the loss in total preasre as 

the supersonic flow passes throu&h a shook wave, or through 

a series of shock waves. The worst lose that can be en- 

countered Is If the flow passes through a normal shock at 

the test section Mach number. By use of a second minimum 

area and a well designed diffuser, this lOBS cai be aini- 

aized. A second iiethod to reduce this baa le to cause 

the flow to pass through a series of oblique shocks instead 

of through one normal shock. ro obtain conservative osti- 

mates of the performance and to circumvent difficilties in 

calculating exact frictional loases, it will be aasumed 

that the flow paseos through a normal Bhock. The minimum 

allowable pressure for each ach number can be computed 

usine shOCk relationships. 
To start and maintain supersonic flow it is necessary 
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to provide a pre8aure ratio h1h enough to overcome the 

decrease in íta3aLci prec3our3 iaujed r1rar11y bj two 

d1fereit effects: friction arid copre3eion shock waves. 

Atte!pts to 'redlct a ¶ecessary 3tartin preaoure ratio 

must corsie of first eitiatjî., Ioss due to frictior 

ard then e8tinatii losses due to com,resaioi shock wav33. 

These 1ose wl]l Le expressed as pressure ratlos. Their 

product is the pressure ratio needed to initiate supersonic 

flow. 

The loas in stagnation pressure. due to friction is 

intimately connectei with the boundary layer. To further 

complicate thtns, the fluid 18 traversing a passage of 

changing area; thus a pressure radlent exists in the 

streamwise direction. trlctly theoretical solutions are 

impossible, or impractical due to the mathematical complex- 

ity of the prob1en. Available experimental evidence indi- 

catee that stagnation pressure losses, expreßsed as a ratio, 

will be in the rarìe of 1.15 to 1.25. (12, p. 34) The 

fact that frictional losses are nearly constant as the 

velocity increases past Mach 1.0 ii used to simplify the 

problem. The frictional loss at Mach 1.0 18 used as the 

frictional loss, re3ardlesa of the ach number. This pres- 

sure ratio would be the pressure ratio required to obtain 

sonic velocity in the throat of a converglng-diverin 
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nozzle. At ach 1.0 no compression shocks exist, and there- 

fore all losses are due to friction. 

Losses due to compression shock waves are quite amen- 

able to a theoretical treatment. The predictions will be 

arrived at by postulatinß the problem such that the worst 

possible set conditions will exist. This will result in a 

conservative estimate. The largest losses would be encoun- 

tered if the flow experienced a normal shock wave at the 

test section Mach number. In practice, two methods will be 

used to reduce this loss. The first method is by reducin6 

the flow area after the test section, and thereby reduce 

the ach number and the associated loss. The second method 

is to induce the flow to pass through a series of oblique 

shock waves instead of one normal shock wave. This will 

also reduce the total loss in stagnation pressure. 

;«:ost texts concerned with compressible fluid flow 

derive the equation for the stagnation pressure ratio across 

a normal shock wave. (21) ti.thln the assumption of a per- 

feet aa, the followinE equation, in terms of Mach number 

before the shock wave, states a quantitative relationship 

between the stagnation pressure before and after a normal 

shock wave. 
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2h-- / 
Po2 M1 

/" [ 2k 2 k-1 
k-1 

L 
k+1 i - T 

where k is the ratio or epecific heats at constant pressure 

and constant volume. For a perfect gas at normal temper- 

ature and pressure its value is 1.4 and the equation reduces 

to: 

; =[2] /" 
[* O.167]1. 

Thus the product of this ratio and the ratio of the 

oressures required to create Mach 3. flow at the minimum 

area will constitute the pressure ratio required to ini- 

tiate and maintain the flow at the desired Mach number. 

The pressure ratio that is required to start flow at 

a iven 4ach number is plotted in Figure 4 as a function 

of ach number. 

The effect of test section size on the allowable model 

size and the maximum Reynolds number must be investigated. 

By definition the Reynolds is 

RN= /ì& A 
The Reynolds number is determined by the test section stream 

parameters and by the size of the test model. The character- 

istic length of this equation is fixed by the alzo of the 

test section, the test Mach number, the aúle of attack 
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of the model, and the model confiuratton. Th18 length lo 

determined by the elze of the test rhorubuR defined by the 

BhOCk waves çenerated at the nose o the model and reflect- 

ed from the walls of the wind tunnel as shown in Figure 5. 

The model must lie completely within this rhombus to avoid 

having the reflected shook wave impinging on it. It 18 

easily seen that the model configuration, i.e., wlnEr posi- 

tion, tail pocitlon, etc., will have a limiting effect on 

the allowable model size. F'or a simple flat plate, values 

of chord length divided by tunnel helEht versus ..ach number 

are shown in Figure 6. 

All properties of the air in the test section are 

uniquely determined by the conditions in the nettling 

chamber and the geometry of the nozzle. The density and 

the velocity are directly related to the Nach number. The 

viscosity, according to the kinetic theory of gases, le 

dependent solely on the absolute temperature. Viscosity 

Is related to the temperature by the 3utherland formula: 

3/2 
- 258. T 

) 

lb sec 
- T+2lg ft2 

Using the above factB, it io posalole to calculate the 

Reynolds number per inch versus 1ach number for several 

values of settling chamber pressure. The results of these 

calculations are shown in Fiure 7. These eynoldo numbers 

are based on a conetant stagnation temperature of 5200R. 
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Size 

The overall size and performance of an interwlttent 

wind tunnel can be fixed by choosinjç values for the storape 

pressure, the storaEe volume, and the test section size. 

By U8lfl the contente of the previous section, lt is pos- 

Bible to select values for these parameters. 

The storage pressure is fixed at 200 psig by the cap- 

abilities of the available compressor. The maximum size 

of the storage tank is limited to a size that would pass 

through the existing crane-way; the weight was limited by 

the capacity of the crane. A tank volume of 300 cubIc feet 

was chosen. It is satisfactory from the standpoint of run 

durati3n and cost. 

As soon as the storage pressure and storage volume are 

fixed, it is possible to fix the size of thc toot section. 

The size should be as 1are as possible within the limita- 

tions of run duration and cost. At this point a size is 

Belected and then checked aßainst performance requirements. 

The test section was chosen to be four inches square. That 

is, the flow area is lo square inches and the sides are 

four inches lor,. 

By usine data and equations of the previous section, 

lt is possible to show that this size is satisfactory. A 

Reynolds number of 25 x per inch le available at all 

Mach numbers, with a run duration of at least ten seconde. 
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It la 8180 possible to show that the minimum run duration 

of ten seconds is obtainable over the :aoh number rane of 

1.5 to 4.0. 

?erformance 

It is now possible to compute exact rn duration, 

Reynolds number capabilities, and ach number range for a 

wind tunnel of size just chosen. 

A graph of maximum run duration versus Mach number Is 

presented in Figure 8. This graph shows that a maximum 

run duratiofl exists at a Mach number of 2.0. This can be 

explained as follows. At low Mach numbers the throat area 

is 1are, and therefore the mass flow la lare. onse- 

quently the run durations at low Iach numbers will be low. 

As the ach number Increases, the throat area decreases. 

Thus the run duration Increases. Another effect is occur- 

ring concurrently however. As the ach number Increases, 

the required sett1in chamber pressure also increases. 

This increase is necessary to overcome the hlher loBseB 

associated with a normal shock wave at the hIher Mach 

number. This effect increases rapidly with ach nunber, 

and becomes the dominant factor for iach numbers above 2.0. 

Thus the run duration will fall off above Mach 2.0 as is 

shown. Essentially the run duration is limited at low .ach 
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numbers due to excessive mass flow, and at high iach numbers 

due to lar3e pressure losses associated with normal shock 

waves at hiph !vach number2. The first sot of nozzle blocks 

was desiied for a ach nuxber of 2.0 to take advantao of 

this max1mu. 

The performance of this wind tunnel can be summarized 

on one ¿raph. l'ho ordinate of the graph io the dynamic 

pres8Ure, and the abscissa i the proosure in the aettlin 

chamber. Lines of constant tASCh number appear z 2traiht 

lines passing through the origin. Lines of constart ey- 

nolde nurubor per inch appear a solid linee. Lines of 

constaflt run duration are shown a dashed linos. Capabil- 

ities of this particular wind tunnel fall within the en.- 

velope defined by minimum settl1n chamber preceure, maxi- 

mum allowable test section pressure, minimum acceptable 

run duration, and maximwn ach number. Thic graph Ic shown 

in Figure 9. 

The capacity of the compressor and the storage volume 

determine the lcn3th of timo that is required to recharje 

after each run. The compressor that is beinß used in this 

system has a capacity of 200 cfm at all output pressures 

up to 200 pei. A simple calculation fixes the recharge 

at about l minutes. This Is true with the compressor 

working aEalnst a constant output pressure. This is en- 

sured by the back pressure valve in the system between the 
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drier and th store tank. 

3afety Considerations 

H1h pressure air is very dangerous if not handled 

with the rnspect that it deserves. .afety is the first 
design consierat1on in all components of the systeQl. 

Nelect of safety corsiderations will endarier personnel 

and eçuipmert. This section enwrarates specific safety 

probleis. 

All pressure es3eis in the ayste nuat be designed to 

cornQly with the safety standard3 listed in the A.3'E Code 

.r2. [Jn-3tred Pi'eusire Ves8els. There are four pressure 

vessels in the systen that :aust iieet these dtandardzi. They 

are the oil filter, tie air dryer, tIle 3torae tank, aúd 

the settling chimber. The actual do1n of the atorase 

tank and the settljn chaiber was not attopted. ipeeif- 

ications were subiriitted to various fabricators for final 
denin and hid. afety was asaured by reQuirkn that these 

vessels be recistered A3M. Code vec3el3. The de5in of the 

oil filter and air dryer makes use of 3tandard pipe and 

pipe fittinEs. These vessels taust be hydrostatically tested 

to one and one-half times their rated working pressure 

before they can be ristered. o difficulties are en- 

visioned tri obtaininE certification for thece vessels. 

3afety in operation as well as safety in design must 
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be carefully cozsiered. Initial trials !nust be at low 

settlinç chambar ressures and subsonic velocities. The 

full capabilities of the system should be reached gradually. 

Irternittent wind tunnels ipose large loads on test 

nodels. ?his necessitates a careful and contplete stress 

analysis or the test ntodsls. Loads are hi.heet durin 

starting and stopping operations. These starting: loac5s 

nay be partially al1evited by avoic1rì abrupt starts or 

stops. The ctart1n or stopping operationa should last for 

at. least one second. (27, p. 51) The loads uay also oc 

reduced by having the test iodel iritia]ly at zero derees 

anale of' attack arid by reducing the atanatiori pressure to 

the uiinimui value required for start1n. The model armd 

sting can also be braced durin startin and stoppin,. 

Future an8ion 

ic wir;d tunnel aust be dealned with possibilities 
of future expansion in nlnd. hie is particularly true 

due to the zaanraer in which funds teoome available. cveral 

profitable additions iill be describec. 

The first desirable addition would be a means of vary- 

in the ach number continuously over the entire nach 

number rande of the syster. This would require a complete 
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re-design of the test section. Procedures for designing 

variable ach number s1idin-block nozzles have been devel- 

oped. (1) (24) 

Three things can be done to the air supply to improve 

either performance or operating procedure. The first one 

is to install an automatic pressure reu1at1ng device In 

the system in place of the manually operated valve. This 

would simplify operation and reduce the nimber of personnel 

needed to run the sjste. The second improvement would be 

an attempt to stabilize the stagnation temperature. This 

can be done by addIn a heat sInk, in the form of a caetallie 

matrix, in the storage tank. This matrix mst have a lare 

surface area and a srdall volume. Larger installations have 

successfully used ordinary tin cans with the ends removed. 

(6, p. 5) A constant stagnation temperature would result 

in a constant eynolds number for an entire run. The third 

icaprovement would be the addition of storage volume. This 

would increase the run duration available at all Iach 

numbers. 

After the initial installation is completed, the most 

profitable additions to the systeca would be to the Instru- 

mentation. The eventual coal should be to have automatic 

recording of all force and temperature data. A multi- 

channel recordIng oscilloraph would be the ideal inatru- 

:ient to accomplish this. An eight channel recorder would 
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be sufficient. 

The Nach number rance of the sy3tern can be extended 

to the transonic and subsonic realons by re-design of the 

teat 8ection. A ventilated test section la required for 

operation in the transonic ranae. A two-dimensional teat 

section would be the most useful for subsonic teatina in a 

tunnel of this sort. 
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At the heart of any wind tunnel system is the air 

supply. The performance of the wind tunnel is intimately 

connected with the air supply. The air suDply is corn- 

po8ed of four major components: The compressor, the oil 

filter, the air dryer, and the storage tank. Each will 

be considered in detail. 

Copreseor. In order to economize, a compressor 

already owned by the Mechanical Engineering Department 

was chosen for the air supply. Ito characteristics and 

capabilities will influence the choice of other components. 

The important performance characteristics of this com- 

pressor will now be listed. 

The compressor is a two stage Chicago Pneumatic 

compressor with an intercooler. It is powered by a 60 

horsepower electric motor that drives it at +200 rpm. 

At this rate, the capacity of the compressor is 200 cfrn 

at all discharge presures up to 200 pounds per square 

inch. The discharge temperature is approximately 200°F 

at this pressure. The working pressure and temperature 
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specifications for the atorae tank were based on these 

values. 

The fact that the compressor is equipped with an 

intercooler is an additional benefit. The intercooler 

helps to condense out a good deal of the humidity taken 

in in the inlet air. Based on teste, it was determined 

that, due to compression and intercooling processes, the 

dew point of the exit air was about 45°F at standard 

temperature and pressure. It is felt that this will enable 

runn1n at Mach numbers of up to 2.0 without further dry- 

ing the air. According to Pope (17, p. 273) it is 

possible to run at Mach numbers up to 1.6 wIthout drying 

at all. Therefore the initial installation will not in- 

clude an air dryer. The dryer may be added later when It 

le needed. 

A detrimental characteristic of this compressor, 

and most others, is that it contaminates the air with a 

good deal or oil. To protect the desiccant in a dryer, 

and to prevent contamination of the test section and 

test models, lt is necessary to install an oil filter in 

the system between the compressor and the air dryer. 

011 Filter. A simple oil filter making use of both 

mechanical action and chemical action is proposed. It is 
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conatructed out of a 3lece of standard olx-1.nch pipe 13 

inches 1on. A sean1ess welding cap is ueed to cloBe one 

end. The other end i blocked with a standard alip-on 

we1din t1ane and a blind flange. The blind flanee le 

drilled In the center to receive a standard three-Inch 

pipe that acte a the outlet. The Inlet to the oil filter 

is through a three-inch pipe welded to the side-wall of 

the six-Inch pipe. A tube, four Inchea in diameter, ex- 

tende down the center of' the six-Inch pipe, and acts as 

a holder for the de8iccant. The inlet air le forced to 

make a rlht arile turn upon entering. It le then forced 

to travel down alone the outaide of the four-inch tube. 

When lt reaches the end of this tube it must turn through 

an an1e of 1300 that lt can continue up through the 

desiccant to the exit. The sharp turn8 will cause a 

certain araount of oil and water to be separated from the 

air. ThiB condensate will collect at the bottom of the 

filter and uust be drained off occaBionally through the 

drain provided. The filter Is shown in Figure 10. The 

filter should be installed in the vertical position. 

L'ecause of low volume flow at high pressure, the 

flow velocities are sufficiently low to preclude large 

pressure losses in the filter. Calculations show that 
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the velocity through the silica gel will be about 30 feet 

per second. At this velocity the pressure loss through 

the desiccant will be about one inch of water. 

For best operation of the desiccant oil filter, a 

simple mechanical filter should be installed between 

the compressor and the desiccant filter. iechanical air 

line filters are commercially available. L'his will in- 

crease the useful life of the desiccant in the oil filter. 

(12, p. 11, 12) 

Air Drjer. Temperatures near or below the liqul- 

fication point of the constituents of air are encountered 

at high 1ach numbers. To prevent condensation lt is neo- 

easary to remove an appreciable amount of the water vapor 

in the air. Actually condensation does not occur when 

the dew point of the air is reached, but super-cooling 

occurs. The degree of super-saturation is determined 

mainly by the rate of growth, size, and number of con- 

densatlon nuclei, the velocity of the air, and the time 

that is required for condensation to occur. A theoret- 

leal treatment of this subject, backed by sorne exper- 

imental evidence, la given by Burgess and eaehore (3). 

From their results lt is possible to predict an inlet 

dew point necessary to prevent condensation from 



occurring for a ,iven Inlet temperature and iach number. 

Examples of values predicted by this theory are as follows: 

for an inlet temperature of 20Oi' and a Mach number of 

2.0, a dew point of -2C°F Is required. Ar even more ex- 

treie ease is that a dew point of le9 than -700F la re- 

quired for operation at iach .0 with a stanat1on temper- 

ature of 650°F. 

¡,.e the auove figures indicate, complete prevention 

of condeneatlori requiree extensive drying. Experience 

has shown that condensation Bhocks occurrin' in air with 

a dew point of -40°F are very wean and difficult to 

detect. Therefore, for all except the most exacting 

experiments, an inlet dew point of -40°F is considered 

sufficiently low. 3everal authors concur in this opinioi. 

(7, p. 260; 12, p. 11; 17, p. 470; 23, p. 2) Therefore 

the dryer employed in this system will be deslned to 

lve a dow point of -400F. 1stimationo of the error caused 

by weak condensation shook waves can be obtained by mothods 

outlined in the work of' 3molderen. (22, p. 4, 5) 

¿'ethoda of drying air must now be considered. They 

generally fall into two categories, defined by the .iiethod 

in which they remove the water from the air. One group 

relies on the thermodynamic properties of the air-water 
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mixture. onpro$31on or coolinC o th' mixture can cause 

19turation to occur, resultin6 n the water's be1n con- 

dered. A seconi erìera1 cethod makes use of the phy- 

teal ropert1ee of' sorfle rnaterlal8 that enable the' to 

selectively adsorb c'rta1n rnolecule8. These aterIa12 

are characterized by extrere1y 1aro surface aroas for a 

Iven volumo, Th1 property enables theui to trap 'noie- 

cu1e of water on their eurfrce ad retain them there. 

This Procen is kiown as ad3orption. .3tllca sel, acti- 

vated alumina, and activated charcoal are typical exa7les 
of ood ad3orbent. 

A combination of the two methods o drytn illus- 
trated will be erployed. A certain amount of water i 

removed b' the compression process in the couipresor. A 

further aniount is separated out by the coolinß effect of 

the intercooler of the compressor. Atter000lin5 of the 

effluent air would condense even more of lt. An after- 
cooler is not 2r'oentiy available, but it would be bene- 

ficial for two reasons. It would condense wter out of 

the air, and it would lower the temperature o'f the out- 

oln aIr, thereby increasing the efficiency of the 

adsorptive dryer following the aftercooler. This final 

dryer would employ y. desiccant in sufficient voluue to 
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complete the drying process down to the desired dew point. 

Test8 on the compressor indicate that the compression and 

tntercooltng processes depress the dew point by about 15°F 

at best. The desiccant dryer will be designed to ¿ive an 

outlet dew point of -40°F with inlet air taken directly 

from average atmospheric conditions. 

5ince the dryer IB to follow the compressor, it must 

be desined to withstand the maximum output pressure of the 

compressor. The effect of IncreasIng pressure on the per- 

formance of a desiccant is not well known. It is known 

however that the effects are beneficial. xperlmental evi- 

dance indicates that equilibrium moisture content of a 

desiccant increases with pressure and decreases with temer- 

ature. (14, p. 267) Therefore the dryer should be on the 

high pressure side of the compressor, and lt should be 

preceded by an aftorcooler if' possible. An additional 

benefit of h1,h presaure is the small volume flow and low 

air velocities. This permits the use of small components. 

The mechanical arrangement of the dryer must be such 

that the air la forced to pass through a bed or serles of 

beds of the desiccant. A means of reßeneration of the 

desiccant must be provided. This reenerat1on can be 

accomplished by circulating hot air throug1ì the desiccant 

In a direction opposite to the normal air flow direction 
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or by removing the desiccant and heating lt in an oven. 

The latter method will be used in this system because of 

its simplicity and low coat. By using this method, severa]. 

fittings and a heater are eliminated. Two charges of the 

de8lccant should be available so that operation will not be 

interrupted for long periods of time. 

actors governing the actial design of the desiccant 

dryer Include the required dew point, the average inlet 

humidity and temperature, the type of desiccant, pressure 

In the dryer, volume flow of air, and lenth of time between 

reenerations. The dew point requirement, as stated pre- 

vlously, is -40°F. The averare inlet humidity will be 

taken as 60 per cent. The inlet temperature to the dryer 

will be dictated by the temperature of the outlet air from 

the compressor. It is about 200°F. 3lllca gel Is selected 

to be used as the desiccant because it is the most effi- 

cient of the common adsorbents. The volume flow is fixed 

by the capacity of the compressor as 200 cubic feet 2er 

minute at standard conditions. 

A closer look must be lven to the lonth of time 

between regenerations. This parameter, more than any 

other, determines the overall size of the cryer. Lone 

periods of time between regeneratlons require 1are amounts 

of desiccant, and thus large dryers. A compromise between 

size and re:.eneratlon frequency must be reached. Since 
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this wind tunnel la to be ised for research and inatruc- 

tional pirooes, lt is likely to be utilized periodically 

rather than continously. The capacity of the coripressor 

will enable a maxthuii of three runs per hour. This is more 

than really necessary. Probably three runs in a three-hour 

laboratory period is a more reallític estimate of the util- 

ization. If the tunnel was used continuously for an eight 

hour day, the number of runs would probably not exceed ten. 

However, this requires a dryer that lo not economically 

feasible. ive runs between each reeneratlon is selected 

as an acceptable compromise. This will not be a serious 

limitation lt a second charge of desiccant is available. 

The only lost time would be that necessary to change the 

desiccant. 

By assuming a useful concentration of five per cent, 

245 pounds of silica el are required to remove the neces- 

sary amount of water. This silica gel is arranged in a bed 

36 inches deep with a flow area of two square feet. This 

resultB in a face velocity of approximately nine feet per 

minute at 200 pounds per square Inch. This is a low value 

compared to standard practice but is beneficial in at least. 

two respects. It cives a contact time of about one-half 

minute. It also giveB a very low pressure drop. 1'he 

silica el Is contained in a removable cannister for ease 

of replacement. Glass wool is packed on the top and 



bottom of the silica el to prevent dust from beinE carried 

to other parts of the system. Regeneration of the silica 

Rel is to be accomplished by heatinß in an oven at a 

temperature of at least 3500F. 

One last consideration is the pressure drop across the 

dryer. It can be readily estimated by a sirple calculation 

as given by Smolderen (22, p. 33). This method results in 

a pressure drop of less than one inch of water. A graph of 

pressure drop versus face velocity given bj ley (7, p. 

270) concurs in this estimate. This is very satisfactory. 

The dryer is constructed out of standard 20 inch steel 

pipe. One end is closed by means of a weldin; cap. The 

other end has a slip-on welding flanEe and a blind flange. 

The dryer is to be installed in the vertical position with 

the welding cap at the bottom. The inlet is three-inch 

pipe welded on the side of the large pipe noar the bottom. 

The exit is also a three-inch pipe. It is threaded into 

the center of the blind flane. The cannister is made out 

of sheet iirntal. The silica gel is supported on small mesh 

screen supported by larger mesh screen. Details of the 

dryer are shown in Figure 11. 

3torae Tank. No attempt was made to actually design 

the storage tank. 3pecificatione were written and sub- 

mitted to interested manufacturera for final design and 

bidding. Working pressure and temperature of the tank were 
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fixed by characteristics of the compressor. 'aximum volume 

of the tank was fixed by the reqiirement that the tank be 

able to pase through existing doors and crane-wells in the 

Engineering Laboratory. 

The tank specifications were: 

1. The tank shall meet all requirements of the ABE 

Code for Un-fired Pressure Vessels. 

2. Working pressure -- 200 paig. 

3. Working tenperatre -- 2000F. 

4. Volume -- 300 cibic feet. 

5. Overall dimensions not to exceed: 

a. Len3th 17' 0" 

b. Diameter 51 f511 

6. Maximum weight not to exceed 5 tons. 

7. Fittings: 

a. Inlet -- Standard 3" pipe, threaded 

b. O.itlet -- 3tandard 6" pIpe, flanged 

A detailed sketch of the tank is shown in Figure 12. 

Control Valves. At least two valves are required for 

satisfactory operation of a wind tunnel of the typo under 

consideration here. A quick-acting cutoff valve is needed 

to efficlontly initiate flow. Any wasted tizne in this 

operation subtracts Just that much time from the useable 

run durations of the system. The second valve required is 

a pressure regulator to reduce the pressure from the storage 
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tank to some lower desired pressure in the settling cham- 

ber. A f'rthor job of this valve is to natritain the de- 

sired pressure in the settling chamber. £he reason for the 

se of' a pressure reu1ator valve is to increase the rin 

tLne for given storage volnre and pressure. 

The size of these valves is of co.irse chosecì to fit 

the pipe from the storate tank. rhia pipe size was chosen 

to be standard six-inch flan:ed pipe. i'his size is iarer 

than needed irnnediately. lt does allow for later expansion 
when a larger teat section iaight oe employed with the 

addition of nora storage volume. 

The cutoff valve was chosen to be quick-acting &ato 

valve becauae of the characteristic of ¿yate valves that they 

offer little obstruction to flow when in the full oen posi- 

tion. The pressure regulating valve was chosen to be a 

gate valve because they are relatively cheap and are read- 
t 

fly available. it is intended to maie use of a manually 

operated pressure regulating system. .3'ich a system is 

adeqate, especially for small installations. (22, p. 2) 

An operator will control the positiofl of the valve to ¿ive 

the desired pressure, in the settlin chamber. Ie will 

ake the necessary corrections ITJ the valve setting by 

watching a large, accurate pressure ¿ace attached to the 

settling chamber. 

Jtartlng procedure has a material effect on the 
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atartin5 loads experienced by a test model. It has been 

found that very fast or very slow starting procedures will 

impose large loads on a test model. 3tarting procedures 

wherein the flow is initiated in a few seconds imposes the 

smal1et starting loads on the model. Either an Increase 

or a decrease in thl8 starting time causes Increased 

loads. (27) 

Wind Tunnel 

The several coaponente of the wind tunnel include 

the settling chamber, the transition section, the test 

section and nozzle blocks, and the diffuser. The detailed 

deaIn of each of these componente will be discussed in 

this section. 

SettlinR Chamber. The detailed desi5n of the settling 

chamber must take into account several factors. These are 

cost, workinp pressure, working temperature, size, instru- 

mentat.ion, safety considerations, and prevention of turbu- 

lence. 

The settling chamber i.e a presBure vessel with a 

working pressure of 200 psig and a working temperature 

of 2000F. To ensure safety, this vessel must comply with 

the safety standards of the A31E Code for Un-Eire4 Pressure 

Vessels. 
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The size of the settling chamber is patterned after 

the size of the settling chamber described by Lindsay and 

Chew. (12, p. 15) This results in a settling chamber 20 

inches in outside diameter and 36 inches in 1enth. This 

will give a contraction ratio of 22.5:1 at Mach 1.5. This 

ratio will be higher for all higher £iach numbers. It is 

sufficient to provide flow of low turbulence. (G, p. 7) 

Damping screens are also included to help suppress turbu.- 

lence. 

One end of the settling chamber must be designed to 

mate with a standard six-inch pipe flange that comes from 

the storage tank. The other end oÍ' the settling chamber 

must provide a transition from the circular area of the 

settling chamber to the rectangular area at the entrance 

to the nozzle. This is accomplished in two steps. 1.thin 

the eett1in chamber itself, a cylindrical transition 

contracts the flow area from a circular shape to a rectan- 

ular 6hape 4.0 by 18.35 inches. Beginning at the end of 

the settling chamber a transition section further con- 

tracts the flow area into a rectangular area of 4.0 by 

10.27 inches. The slope of the walls of this transition 

section is 170 to match the slope of the nozzle blocks 

at the entrance. 



Design details for the sattlin chamber are ¿iven 

in Figure 13 UetailB of' the transition section are given 

in Figure 14. 

Test 3ection. The test section wust be designed in 

conjunction with the nozzle blocks because of the small 

size of the teSt section. An additional requirement 

is that the nozzle blocks be removable. The test section 

acts as a positioning ji for the nozzle blocks, and 

as side walls for the tunnel. These side walls must be 

provided with windows to allow optical viewing of the 

test models. The test section must mate with the transi- 

tion section on the upstream end and the diffuser on the 

downstream end. 

The teat section was designed to withstand a pres- 

sure of 200 peig. In normal operation this pressure will 

never be realized. However the deflection of the side 

wall8 will be small during operation for a test section 

designed for this pressure. rjhis la very desirable in 

order to prevent distortions in the optical system due 

to the windows becoming non-parallel from wall deflec- 

tions. Details of the test section design are shown in 

Figure 15. 

The side walls of the test section are designed to 

be removable. The side walls also support the windows. 
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Details of mountln5 of the windowa are shown In Fi5ure 22 

(Appendix). 3eala must be provided on all matins sur- 
faces. Theae 85918 take the form of neoprene strips sup- 

ported tn rectangular slots as shown in Figure 23 (Appen- 

dlx). 

Nozzle Blocks. It has been concluded elsewhere that 

the test section size will be 4 inches x 4 Inches. The 

function of the nozzle and teSt section is to provide a 

jet of uniform parallel flow in which to teat various 

models. In addition, this jet must be of the desired Mach 

number and it must be shock free. 'rhia requires careful 

design of the contours dowrìstreaa of the throat. 

A further requirement la that the Mach number be 

variable over a range from 1.25 to 4.0. This may be done 

by one of three methods: 

1. Flexible nozzle 

2. 8lidln block nozzle 

3. Replaceable nozzle block8 

The last method is chosen as being the moat practical for 

the immediate needs. As a later extension of this Byßtem 
a sliding block arraiemeït could be incorporated. xtreme 

complexity of a flexible nozzle eliminates it from use for 

a small wind tunnel of this nature. 1'he use of replace- 

able nozzle blocks requires that one set of nozzle blocks 
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be designed for each aoh number desired. JetB for ach 

1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 would be doeiraòle. As 

a start, nozzle blocks for a Mach number of 2.0 will te 

deeined and fab"icated. This :lach number is chosen be- 

cause naxlmurn run time is achieved at this point. 

Two design problems must be faced in the design of a 

set or nozzle blocks ror a particular Mach number. i'he 

first problem is to design the nozzle contours to produce 

the desired Mach number in the test section. Those are 

deained on the assumption that the air is frictionless. 

These contours are then corrected for the rowth of the 

boundary layer along the surfaces of the nozzle. Thus at 

each station the value of h/2 le increased by an amount 

equal to the bouniary layer displacement thickness at that 

point. 

k'irst let us consider the problem of designing the 

initial nozzle contours. This proceeds by applying the 

method of characteristics. Generally, there are three 

schezIeB by which this is done: 

1. method 

2, Puckett's rnethod 

3. Foelech's method (5) 

&2sertaln's method is a direct application of the 
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ethod of Jharacteristics. It begins with the assumption 

of the 8hape and the position of the sonic line in or near 

the nozzle throat. From th.is starting point, the flow is 

expanded in a series of equi-angular corners out to the 

desired degree. The resulting Mach waves are cancelled out 

by then trnin the flow inward as required. The result 

will be uniform, parallel, shock-free flow in the test 

section. 

?uokett's method is st'nilar to 3useruanri's except the 

one starts at the inflection point arid works both ways. 

It ;nust be realized, of course, that all converging-diverg- 

ir-. nozzles except the sharp cornered nozzle will have an 

inflection point in the wall curve. Startin at this point, 

the following boundary conditions are assuned. The flow at 

this point is of uniform speed, and uniformly varying dir- 

ection of flow. It is then possible to design the down- 

stream portion of the nozzle to provide the required uni- 

form, parallel flow at the exit. 13y working upstrear from 

the inflection point it also le possible to desln the 

initial curve. It can be shown that an infinite nu;ber of 

initial curves will be satisfactory. Thus, within reason, 

it is )ossible to use any curve, for this initial curve, 

that satisfies the following requirements: 

1. The slope of the assumed curve muet be that re- 

quired for the given flach number. 
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2. The curve must contain no discontixiities. 

3. The curve muet provide the required area ratio. 

The advantages of this method over Busemann'e method 

is that it cuts the work in halt. An initial curve is 

assumed, and only the final c'.rve i desirned by the method 

of eharacteristioc. 
The Foelcch raethod takes advantage of the fact that 

there te a reion in the downstream portion of a nozzle 

where the eq:ations of flow can be solved in closed form. 

Starting at the inflection point, the followinß boundary 

conditione are chosen: 

1. Alon Mach lines elsanatinF from the inflection 

point, the velocity vectors are co-original. 

2. The 4aoh number is constant a1on the arc of the 

circle passin3 through the inflection point with 

its center located at the origin of the velocity 

vectors. 

3. In the region between this arc and the 4ach line 

from the inflection polit, the ach number io a 

f nìctior. of the radius from the vector origin 

only. 

As with Pckett'a method, an initial curve lo assumed. The 

obvlos advantaSe of this method is that lt le analytical. 

Coordinates of the terminal curve can be computed to arty 

desired degree of acctracy from the following eqationa: 
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x - x1 = x2 - x1 + i CO (Vt - vi-d) 

Y Y2 + i sin (Vt - v+d) 

Teri are clefl'ed in !i3ure 16. 

xperience shows that a ood nozzle desi7 shou1 11e 

beti-een the sharp cornered nozzle and the exce5slveiy 1on. 

nozzle. The short nozzle is very sensitive to sal1 errore 

In the re!ion of the throat. These small errors res1t in 

larce errors in the test section. Also some adverse boundary 

layer affects nay be encountered at the sharp corner. The 

excessively 1on nozzle suffers from excessive boundary 

layer growth, and the fact that it requires more material 

to fabricate it. 
A satisfactory inItial curve Is given by the follow- 

ing equation: 

where 

Y = 
(tan 

- (1 - 
xl 3X1 

xl = (Y1 
- 

cot 

The frictionless contours of the nozzle blocks used 

in this system were obtained as follows. The contours of 

the Iach 2.0 blocks wee patterned after those 1ven by 

Lindsay and Chew (12, p. 47). ihe subsonic portion of 

these blocks was chan3ed to triatch the slope of the walls 

of the transition section. A second set of nozzle blocks 
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wa8 dea1ned for a Mach number of 3.0 by the Foelach method. 

Theee contours are included in the appendix. 

To obtain Bhock-tree flow at the desired Mach number 

in the teet section, it is necesaary to correct the nozzle 

contours for boundary layer growth. This le accomplished 

by computing the boundary layer displacement thickness at 

each station, and adding this to the value of h/2 at that 

point. Calculation of the boundary layer diBplacernent 

thickness is a lone involved process at best. It consiots 

of a stepwise solution of the boundary layer equations for 

a cotnpreseible fluid under the influence of a favorable 

pressure Eradient. To make any progress at all, simplify- 

Ing assumptions must be made. The nozzle must be assumed 

to be insulated, that is, no heat transfer takes place 

through the walls. A second assumption concerns the 8hape 

of the boundary layer velocity profile. It le assumed to 

be of the form u.-. where 1 Is an inteßer ranin 

from 5 to 11. Values of skin friction coefficient must be 

known at each point alone the wall. The8e are determined 

experimentally in the subsonic redime, and extrapolated. 

For ease of computation, the method outlined by Tucker was 

used. (26) Various parameters are machine computed for 

generalized cases, and tabulated for convenience. Results 

of these calculations are tabulated in the appendix with 

the nozzle contours. 



Traneferrlrìg th computed contour8 to the materials to 

be shaped presented quite a problem. The sirapleat and noat 

acc'irate method for mach1n1n a contour ech as this, would 

be to use a contour rn111in machine. 3lnce none wa avail- 

able at Oregon Etate Jnhver8ity, another method was used. 

The method used consisted of tranßfornin h/2 vaLies at 

each station into heights above a reference line. Two 

plates of alumi.nwn alloy wore bolted together and mounted 

on the table of a milling machine. 3tartin from a known 

point at one end of the platos, a series of steps were cut, 

approxiniatin the desired profile. The horizontal position 

was determined by the horizontal feed indicator of the 

rnillin machine. He1ht8 above the base of the plate were 

measured to the nearest thousandth of an inch with a micro- 

neter. Thus, the coordinates of the inner corner of each 

step were known within 0.002 inches. Using these corners 

as check points, the final profile was obtained by hand 

filing of the plates until the corner linea Just dis- 

appeared. Of course accuracy was lost in this operation. 

It is estimated that the finished contour is accurate 

within 0.02 inch. 

Using these plates as sides, a mold was made by bolt- 

inj a flexible plate along the contour. The ends were 

blocked such that the mold co.ld be poured full of Plaster 

of Paris. Plaster of Paris was chosen as the material for 
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Beveral reasons. Flr3t, upon 8ettin lt expands ß1iht1y. 

This ensures a sharp, trLe reproduction of the mold. 

Secondly, Plaater of Parie is relatively cheap when corn- 

pared to aliminum, brass, or even fibre glass; particularly 

when the volume of each block Is approximately 450 cubic 

inches. A very smooth surface was obtained. 3ome diffi- 

culty may be encountered due to erosion in the vicinity of 

the throat. If it occurs, lt can be somewhat alleviated 

by coating the surface with a stronp plastic such as fibre 

glass resin. 

The nozzle blocks must be securely mounted in the test 

section and accurately positioned to ensure proper opera- 

tiori. The nozzle blocks were designed with this in mind. 

A mounting frame was Integrally cast into the center of 

the nozzle blocks. Mounting bolts are attached to this 

frame, and orotrude from the sides of the nozzle blocks. 

These bolts extend through the side-walls of the test 

section. In effect, bolts pass through the entire test 

section and secure the nozzle blocks in place. A typical 

nozzle blocI is shown in Figure 17. Details of the mont- 

1: fra:ae are shown in Figure 24 (Appendix). 

3L1personIc Diffser. Supersonic diffusers employ two 

processes to decelerate supersonic flow to a subsonic Mach 

nimber. These methods are the employment of a deorease 

in the flow area, and the employment of a shock wave or 
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3eries of shock waves. A Bdpersoflic airatream cannot be 

decelerated to a subaonic Mach number by a decrease in area 
only. cecause of this the flow must experience a shock wave 

of some sort. Thus the first method cannot be independent 

of the second. 

A decrease in the flow area after the test section 

iniplies a second minimum, or throat in the diffueer. The 

:t1nirnum size of this second throat is dictated by frictional 
effects and starting processes that o on ii a wind tunnel. 

The second tnininium must have a larger area than the first 
throat to allow for these effects. Frictional effects 
are realized as aî increase in the boundary layer thickness 

between the two throats. The second throat must be lar:e 
enough to account for this. A rrìore serious increase in the 

area of the second throat over the fIrst is a requirement 

of starting processe3. The flow accelerates frein zero 

velocity to the desired velocity of operation. JYiring this 
process a normal shock wave traverses the wind tunnel. 

Supersonic flow will not be established in the tunnel un- 

less this happens. It is known that the stagnation temper- 

atures across a nornal shock wave is constant. This corn- 

bined with continuitj requirements show that the second 

minimum area mist be larger than the first by a factor 

eqal to the ratio of the stanatiou pressure ahead of the 



shock wave to that after lt. That is 

A*2 = A*1 !ì 
Po2 

This staEnation pressure ratio is a furotion of the Mach 

number in the teat section. Therefore, the areas of the 

8econd throat nuet be either variable, or larbe enough to 

allow for the iorst condition that will be enco.nterod. 

This means that the dlff:ser will oerate at lesa than 

optimum conditions at all except one ach number. Thus the 

advantage of a variable diffuser la clear. As a future 

addition to this system, a variable dlffuer could be de- 

signed and installed. 

It has been shown that the area of the second minimum 

must be larer than the throat area. In the supersonic 

portion of a nozzle the 'ach number at any point la fixed 

by the area ratio. 3ince the second throat Is larger than 

the first, the ach number at the second throat must be 

higher than at the first. Therefore the 'iach number at the 

second minimum will never be sonic and the flow nust under- 

co a shock wave tc heeome subsonic. The losses associated 

with this shock wave rlll be less than the losses throu1'i 

a shock wave at the test $ection ach nimber. 

A second possible way to decelerate the flow is by 

using shock waves. One normal shock wave at the exit of 



the test section wil]. decrease the nach riuLiber to a sub- 

sonic one. However, the loases in such a process are large 

and should be avoided if possible. The flow can also be 

decelerated by causing it to underEo a series of weak 

oblique shock waves. This process can also end ip at a 

subso:ic Mach number. ihe total losses incurred in such a 

process are nuch less than the losses associated with a 

nornal shock, starting from the saae initial iach number. 

ue to the small size ox' the te3t section, it is not 

feasible to use an area contraction. Any such contraction 

will restrict the ranbe of ir;cidence anales. Thus the 

supersonic diffuser uiaies use of shoc1 waves to decelerate 

the flow. These shock waves are induced into the flow by 

the test model, the stinG, and the model support. 

3ubaoLlic Diffuser. The subsonic diffuser for this 

istallatio:' must accomplish two thinçs. First, it must 

decelerate the air to a reasonably low velocity, approx- 

innately 100 to 150 feet per second, and second, it must 

tur the flow through a riht angle so that it may be ex- 

haated outside of the buildinß. Any pressure recovery 

that is obtained at the saae time is just that much to the 

good. Due to space limitations, a diffuser of relatively 

short length is desired. An absolute maximum length is 

20 feet. 

Experimental evidence Indicates that there are two 
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inportant dein parameters when conßiderin a two-dimen- 

sional subsonic diffiser. 'iheae are the total divergence 

angle 2 , and the tunnel height to wall length ratio 

1q/W. Optimum values for these parameters have been found 

to be 2 = seven detrees, and L/Wj equal to between 25 and 

33. ConsIder for a tnotaerit the physical sizes that are re- 

quired by these optimums. Assuming that the inlet velocity 

is about 1000 feet per second, the area ratio must be 

about 10:1 to give the desired outlet velocity. If one is 

limited to a two dimensional diffuser, the height of the 

diffuser at. t,he outlet nust be about 70 inches. If the 

optinuri value of divergence angle ta used, the length of 

the diffuser would be well in excess or 20 feet. Obtain- 

irì the necessary length would also require violating the 

requireine:ìt that be between 25 and 30. irom these 

cons.derations, it is clear that this arrangement is not 

satisfactory. 
The work of Cochrane and i.iine (4) suggests a way out 

of the foregoing dilemma. They found that it is possible 

to use large divergence angles and still maintain efficient 

operation by the use of short vanes placed in the diffuser 

near the throat. Experimentally they determined several 

design criteria for the optimization of the vane location 

and length. These are: (1) the vanes are relatively short 

and are located in the vicinity of the throat, (2) the 



vanes are symmetrically arranged, (3) the ntmber of vanes 

is chosen so that the individual vane-passage divergence 

angles are approximately 7.0e, and (4) the len5th of the 

vanes is chosen so that each passage is at or near the lino 

of appreciable stall obtained in high-turbulence water table 

experiments. Optimuci values of' various paraneters, as 

shown on the defining sketch, Figure 18, were detexnnined 

according to the author's method. 

efore these parameters are quoted, another departure 

from the ordinary should be explained. To avoid such large 
diffu8er heiíhts at the outlet as required by the area 

ratio, increases in both height and width are employed. 

However this doeB not occur within the same length of dif- 
fuser. The top and bottom of the first section diverge at 
21 degrees. In the throat of this section, two vanes are 

used. Then the height has increased to 24 inches, the 

top and bottom become parallel. From this point on, the 

sides diverge at an angle of 14 degrees, until a width of 

24 inches is reached. One vane is employed in the throat 
of this section. The cutlet area is 288 square inches and 

thus the area ratio is approximately 10. 

Optimun values for the location and size of the vanes 

located in the first throat are as follows. The value of 

a is 2.33 inches, b is 2.9 inches, o is 2.5 inches, arid 

the optimum value for f Is 46.6 inches. The length can 
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be reduced appreclaUly from ita optimum value with little 

adverse effect. Therefore a value of f is chosen to be 

30 inches. One vane IB used in the second portion of the 

diffuser. The values are as follows: a is 1.0 inches, 

b is 1.2 inches, c is 1.1, and f la 20 inches. 

'ro the end of the diffuser, a right angle bend is 

added so that the flow can be directed outside. A sche- 

matic of the diffuser is shown in Figure 19. 

Instrumentation 

The operation of this wind tunnel is determined by 

the settling chamber pressure, the stagnation temperature, 

and the nozzle geometry. To properly control the opera- 

tion, it Is necessary to monitor the settling chamber 

pressure and the stagnation temperature. A large, accur- 

ate pressure ¿age must be attached to the settling chamber. 

The tunnel operator will make corrections to the aettlin 

chamber pressure by observing this gage and controlling 

the pressure regulating valve. The stagnation temper- 

ature will be steadily decreasing during any given run. 

It is necessary to record the time history of this para- 

meter in order that the Reynolds number of the run can 

be computed. This task can be easily accomplished by 
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the use of a thermocouple and a recording oscillograph. 

A schuieren syotern is the most suitable optical 

viewing system for this wind tunnel. A echileren system 

consists of two lenses or concave mirrors, a light 

source, a knife edge, and a viewing screen. Photographs 

can be taken 1f a carziera is added to the system. An 

additional requirement le that optical ouality windows 

must be used tri the teSt section. A satisfactory Bchlieren 

system would consist of mirros of 40 inch rocal length and 

six inch diameter. The windows should be four inches in 

diameter and at least one inch thick. These components 

will permit viewing of the entire flow field. A schematic 

of the schileren system is shown in Figure 20. 

Force data can be obtained with the use of a strain 

gage balance. Essentially lt consists of an instrumented 

cantilever beam. The model is attached to the free end 

of this beam, usually called a sting, and the fixed end 

is supported by the sting support. Air loads on the 

model are transferred to the sting and cause it to bend. 

Readings from the strain gages on the sting can be trans- 

lated into forces and moments by proper calibration. The 

sting support is designed to hold the sting and to pro- 

vide a means of varying the angle of attack of the iodel. 
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The drag cannot be obtained directly from the bend- 

ing of the sting. It is usually obtained from a drag link 

that le incorporated in the sting BUppOrt. The drag link 

has flexures that bend when a drag load is applied to the 

model. These flexures are instrumented with strain gages. 

Force values can be obtained from the strain gage read- 

ings by proper calibration. 

Pressure data may be obtained by using either ordi- 

nary manometers or pressure transducers. The latter method 

le preferable because it enables one to record pressure 

continuously. Manometers must either be visually or 

photographically recorded. Manometers remain the most 

practical for an installation such as this because of the 

high cost of' transducers. 

Temperature data can be obtained by the use of thermo- 

couples. The output of a thermocouple is a voltage that 

can be easily recorded. 

As an ultimate goal, completely automatic data record- 

ers are desirable. If a six channel recording oscillograph 

was available, three channels would be used for force data, 

one channel for stagnation pressure, one channel for stag- 

nation temperature, and the last channel for the angle 

of attack. This would make a compact useful instrument 

package. All data except for pressure distributions, would 



be contained on one record. 

3TEM INTALLATIQN 

The entire wind tunnel oyBtern, except the compressor, 

te destned to be Installed on tho balcony of the enIneer- 

Ing laboratory at Oregon State University. The compressor 

is located one floor below on the main floor of the labor- 

atory. The layout of the equipment on the balcony is 

shown in 'Iure 21. 
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CO CLi3IQ3 

Cn the basici of this study the fo1lowinp ooncla1ons 

can be made: 

1. A superßonic wind tunnel is a desirable and use- 

fil addition to the laboratory equipment at any university. 

2. A s.nall intermittent 3upersonic wind tunnel of' the 

blow-down type is the most feasible for auch an application. 

3. A satisfactory system .ust include a compressor, 

an oil filter, an air dryer, a storae tan1, control valves, 

a settliriE chamber, a test section, and a diffuser. 

'e. The design presented herein offers a systeeu cap- 

able of coverinE the 1ach number rance of 1.5 to 4.0. The 

maximum attainable Reynolds number is 30 x lO per inch. 

The maximum run duration is 43 seconds at Yach 2.0. A 

miiilrnum run duration of ten seconds is available at all 

íach numbers from 1.5 to 4.0. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A.....Arca, square inche8 

A*.,..inroat area, Bquar'o inches 

a.....i1hroat parameter ir aub3ontc diffuser, inchos. 
(See figure 18) 

b.....Throat parameter in subsonic diffuser, inches. 
(see figure 16) 

p1aceiiet paraaiet.er i subsonic diffuser, inches. 
(3ee f1ure 18) 

f.....Vane length in subsonic diffuser, inches. 
(3ee figure 18) 

f1....Focal lenßth, inches 

.....iest section height, inches. 

k.....tatio of' specific heats, 1.40. 

L.....Lenth, inches. 

M. . . . .4ach number, dimensionleas. 

.....Ma8ß, S1UB. 

N.....Velocity pfoflle factor, to 11. 

n.....2olytropic process exponent, 1.3 to 1.4. 

P0....Preseure in storage tank, psia. 

il8....Pre88tre In settlln chamber, pela. 

?01...3taEnation pressure upstream of a normal shock 
wave, psia. 

P02...3tagrìation pressure dornstream of a normal shock 
wave, pela. 

Ra. .eyno1ds number, dimensionless. 
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R.....Gas constant, 53.34 ft-lbf/lbrn R, 

T..... Temperature, decrees Rankine. 

T0....Temperature in the Btorae tank, degrees ankine. 

t..... Lime, seconds, 

u.....ieloclty in the X direction. 

u1....Freestream velocity in the X-direction. 
V.....3torage tank volume, cubic feet. 

w,....4ase flow, slugs per second. 

.....Throat height in suosoni.c diffuser, inches. 
x.. .. . Cartesian coordinate. 

y.....Cartesian coordinate. 

°<.....Angle of attack, derees. 

8.....Boundary layer thickness. 

£*....Boundary layeL' displacement thickness, inches 

I°......Density, slugs per cubic foot. 

A .....Viscosity, lb eec/ tt2. 
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HI3TORICAL DEVELOPMLNT OF PI-rE WIND TUNNEL 

It has been etated that no scientific endeavor can 

progrese very far or rapidly by hyothesi8 alone. A thor- 

ouh, fundameital basis in experimental fact is necessary 

at every step along the way. Perhaps this is a basic 

reason for the relatively recent appearance of the airplane. 

Earliest man must have conceived of the Idea of human f1i,ht 

after observin: the fll6ht of birds. ich ideas are part 

of Greek 4ytholoy. It is recorded that scientists as 

early as Leonarda da Vinci (1452-1519) conceIved of flying 

machines of var&ois sorto. Yet, lt was not until 1903 that 

the firRt ucce3sful airplane was built. The Wright brothers 

succeeded where others failed due, in large measure, to 

their skillful ae of data obtained from wind tunnel exper- 

tinents. 

the wind tinnel le perhaoe the most useful of all re- 

search tools available to the aeronautical scientist. 

From very simple beginnings it has developed and diversi- 

fled greatly. Perhaps it would be well to digress a moment 

and trace the development of the wind tunnel. 

The concept of the wind tunnel was first stated by 

John 3meaton in 1759, when he stated that there are two 

alternative methods available for aeronautical research. 

It is possible to move the model against the wind or move 

the wind against the model. The latter half of this 
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statement is first stateLent of tho concept of the wInd 

tunnel. 

Over a century elapsed before the concept was applied. 

Franci8 E-!erbert ienham designed the first wind tunnel for 

the Aeronautical 3oc1ety of Great Britain in 1871. ThIs 

wind tunnel was built at the Messr'a enn :arine n1neer- 

1E Works In creenwich. The second wind tunnel was built 
by f-oratio Philipi3 in 138'e. In an effort to overcone turb'.- 

lence tro'bles caused by the fan in Wenha&s tunnel, h1lips 

u3ed a steatn inthiotion sjstern. Ile placed a steai ejector 

downstream of the teat section and Induced a flow through 

the teat section by exhaustin3 steam downstream. This can 

be considered to be the forerunner of the modern Induction 

tunnels. 

iiany others 'ouilt small wind tunne]3 around 1900. 

John Irininer and H. C. Vogt built the first suction-type 

wind tunnel during this period, by making use of the draft 

of a 1are chimney. A. F. Zahm desIgned and built the first 
fully equipped aeronautica]. research laboratory in the 

United States durIng this period. The 'rIeht brothers 

finished their small wind tunnel In October of 1901. They 

ussd the wind tunnel as an aid in desInin their first 
airplane, the first successful powered airplane. 

Although wind tunnels were beine constantly enlarged 

and Improved, no major steps forward were made until 1908 
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when Ludw1 Prandtl desiLmed and built the first closed 

circuit wind tunnel at ettsinen. This 1ìproveraent 

enabled a siiflcant reduction in poer req ircc1 to o)er- 

ate at any given velocity. (19) 

The next significant advancement 'ias proposed in 1889 

by Ernst :rach. He suested that one could produce very 

hi:h velocities by d1chargin air froii a tank at high 

pressure. This idea was ne1ected until 1916 when anevin 

built a crude tunnel of this type. E. Huuenard construct- 

ed an improved version in 1917. In October of that year 

he observed shock waves about certain projectile models. 

This wiid ty'ne1 is the first blowdown w1d t''ìel. 
It has been suested that aero:aLtical supremaoy is 

di.rectly attributable to possession of superior aeronaut- 

loa]. research ecuipment, i.e., wind tnne1s. istory bears 

this Out. The right brothers were successful in large 

part d'te to their wind tunnel research. This U. S. 3uprem- 

acy was short lived. i?rance came to the fore rith the cross- 

channel fliht of the J3leriot. Tìese successes can be 

traced to the Eiffel wind t:iirel. This aeronaitical lead 

passed to Great Britain around the close of the first 
decade of the Twentieth Century due to the research carried 

on at the at1ona1 Physical Laboratory and in the IPL wind 

ttnnel. Jst before the start of or1d War I, errnany be- 

came the leader in the field of aeronautics. This was 



1are1y due to the installation at Gettsingen arid the work 

of such famous researchers as Ludwig ?randtl. germany re- 

tamed this lead throuShout the war as is evidenced by 

their air superiority. (18) 

i3etween wars, the science of aeronautics progressed 

relentlessly toward h1her and hier speeds. Tunnels of 

the type pioneered by Huenuenard in 1917 afforded the only 

means of high speed research until the advent of continuous 

supersonic tunnels in the late 1930's. The first contin- 

uous supersonic wind tunnel was built in Zurich, Switzer- 

land. The second one was built in Gui.donia, Italy in 1939. 

(9) 

Throu.htout World ar II, Germany relied on intermit- 

tent types for the bulk of their research. Perhaps their 

reatost successes were in the field of rockets. At 

Peenemunde on the Baltic Jea considerable research was car- 

ned out on guided missiles. This program relied entirely 

on data from intermittent wind tunnels. 

DuririE World War II and immediately thereafter, in the 

nited States, great emphasis was placed on the development 

of continuous supersonic wind tunnels. The United :3tates 

became the world leader in the field of aeronautics with 

completion of the extensive RACA. research installations. 

To the preserit day, continuous tunnels hold the upper 

hand. However due to the enormous initial cost, 
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intermIttent wind tunnels have been constructed by many of 

the snal1er countries and by private companies. Jith recent 

Improvement In instrumentation, data outpìt from Inter- 

mittent tunnels is on a par with that of the continuous 

ind tunnels. 
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:ozzi BLOCK CONTOURS 

.: = 2.0 = 3.0 

:: h/2 5 x h/2 6 

0.000 5.000 0.000 0.000 5.000 0.000 
0.500 4.366 0.002 0.500 4.866 0.003 
1.000 4.732 0.003 1.000 4.732 0.003 
2.000 4.464 0.007 2.000 4.464 0.006 
3.000 4.196 0.010 3.000 4.196 0.009 
4.000 3.928 0.013 4.000 3.933 0.012 
5.000 3.460 0.017 5.000 3.660 0.015 
6.000 2.830 0.020 6.000 3.30 0.013 
7.000 2.290 0.024 7.000 2.771 0.021 
8.000 1.625 0.027 8.000 2.040 0.024 
;.000 1.284 0.030 p.000 1.289 0.027 
9.500 1.232 0.032 9.500 1.060 0.029 
9.900 1.215 0.033 +10.000 0.811 0.030 

10.210 1.210 0.035 10.500 0.612 0.030 
10.370 1.209 0.035 11.000 0.490 0.032 
11.000 1.208 0.037 11.350 0.475 0.033 

11.:O0 1.208 0.039 11.500 0.472 0.03 
11.920 1.213 0.043 12.000 0.508 0.043 
12.341 1.227 0.046 12.500 0.603 0.050 
12.761 1.251 0.050 13.000 0.739 0.053 
13.181 1.230 0.053 13.500 0.904 0.067 

13.602 1.339 0.057 14.000 1.060 0.074 
14.022 1.396 0.060 14.387 1.109 0.079 

14.443 1.454 0.064 14.636 1.174 0.083 
14.863 1.513 0.067 14.919 1.242 0.088 

15.704 1.631 0.074 15.106 1.307 0.091 
16.544 1.739 0.031 15.552 1.377 0.097 
17.805 1.763 0.092 15.890 1.477 0.103 
13.646 1.353 0.099 16.270 1.516 0.109 

19.487 1.906 0.106 16.652 1.578 0.114 
20.327 1.948 0.113 17.095 1.681 0.121 

21.115 1.978 0.120 17.570 1.706 0.123 

21.500 1.996 0.123 18.050 1.763 0.136 

27.500 2.000 0.174 13.590 1.817 o.1i-4 

23.20 2.000 0.181 19.170 1.864 0.153 

30.000 2.000 0.195 19.680 1.892 o.161 
20.360 1.934 0.171 
21.040 1.964 0.182 
21.780 1.987 0.194 
22.520 1.995 0.205 
22.950 2.000 0.211 
30.000 2.000 0.320 
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